vBlog v3.0 is a fully
extensible web log (blog)
publishing solution for small
and medium sized businesses
as well as for large
enterprises. This powerful and
easy-to-use blogging tool
allows you to publish your
content online effortlessly and
effectively, allowing you to
build your online brand and
strengthen stakeholder
relationships.
vBlog v3.0 has everything you
need to get started in online
content management, from
the front-end interface that displays your blog posts, comments and
trackbacks, to the robust Administration back-end interface that completely
handles your content.
If you are looking for a blog publishing solution that incorporates best-ofbreed technologies and strategies, vBlog v3.0 is by far the most powerful
and easy-to-use system available in today’s market. Get all the features of
popular blogging services but keep your content under your domain and
under your control. Why subject your content to the vagaries of another
blogging services Acceptable Use Policy?

vBlog v3.0 Main Features
RSS Syndication: Build a loyal audience through a built-in RSS Syndication
feature.
Trackbacks: A Trackback System allows you to keep track of other blogs’
comments about your entries and helps your blog readers follow
conversations between your blogs and other weblogs. Trackbacks
Tags and Categories: Blog posts can be organized under categories or
indexed with a multi-word tagging system. On front page of the blog you
can have a tag cloud that displays tags based on usage.

Spam Filter: A built in spam filter can reject comments based on too many
URLs in a comment or when comments contain words that match a
customizable banned words list.
CAPTCHA: vBlog supports the CAPTCHA system which helps prevent bots
from posting spam.
Ping Server: vBlog supports pinging content aggregators like Technorati or
Weblogs.
Social Bookmarking: Blog posts include clickable icons that allow the user
to automatically add the permalink to a social bookmarking service (like
Digg).
Sticky Posts: Posts can be flagged as "sticky" ensuring they will always
appear at the top of the blog main page.
Excerpts: Create Excerpts on blog posts that provide more accurate
summaries.
Comments: You can set your blog to allow or disallow comments.
Commenting can be open or moderated.

Collective Blogging: vBlog makes it easy to add as many authors as you
wish to your blog.
Related Posts: Configure how posts generate and display related posts.
SEO: Post pages allow you to directly configure Search Engine Optimization
information like keyword/description meta tags, title bar text, and create a
customized descriptive URL.
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